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Why PhotoVoice?



What the Literature Says

* Individuals with Early stage Dementia enjoy the process of self 
monitoring

* There are limited options in this area.  Photography is a great 
opportunity.

* Photos can facilitate better understanding of the subjective 
illness

* PhotoVoice can give a perspective of strength/coping strategies 
which can increase quality of life

* Clients may be more guarded when only asking about the 
disease or negative impacts.  



* It allows entry into the person’s perspective of dementia

* Invites open expression while maintaining concrete and 
explicit reference points. 

* Photographs can sharpen memory and give rise to conversations 
for immediate understanding from the perspective of the 
photographer.

* People with chronic pain/disease were able to cope better

* Felt control in areas of their lives that had been lost to the 
treatment and disease

* Must looked at from a holistic approach



* Everyone has different views and experiences so awareness of 
how PhotoVoice can be utilized is powerful

* PhotoVoice can empower and allow self expression in creative 
ways.

* Can broaden the current paradigm of despair and loss to include 
well-being and happiness

* Shift from the medical model to psychosocial model

* Utilized as a springboard for discussion and dialogue to break 
down stigma 



The PhotoVoice Project



“Someone said I have the spirit of a child.  Dino is getting older and sometimes I think I am 
getting younger”

~Kim

Dino



“I think of a racetrack.  I went to the one in Detroit all the time.  It was fast.  I liked to go 
fast, I was always driving.  I got a lot of tickets.”  

~John

The Race Track



“I find myself, one of the first things I do when I get out of bed.  If it’s blue [the sky] I sit 
there and look at it for a long time because it’s blue.  It’s something I do every day….it’s 
pretty.  When its bad weather, I just don’t look up.”

~Kim

The Sky



1. As you look around is there something that represents or 
reminds you of yourself prior to having dementia?

2. As you look around is there something that represents or 
reminds you of yourself now having dementia?

3. As you look around is there something that represents or 
reminds you of yourself in the future having dementia?
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“ In my mind, I travel all over the place. I would just get in the car and drive all over.  The 
road is always there…always going someplace.  Every day is different.  No two roads are 
the same.”

~Jim

The Road Ahead



“After the Doctor told me, all I could think of was a stop sign”.

~John

The Stop Sign



“I felt more carefree. I would get in, throw the tunes on, smoke and then drive, just drive.

I would turn the tunes up high - love it. I didn’t care where I went.”

~ Al

Car



“I have always liked flowers but I wasn’t into noticing my surroundings except for flowers. 
I liked it then but I wouldn’t look at most things. It would not dawn on me to have a garden. 
I was living in my own world then. I really like the daisy. It is my favourite because it’s 
simple like me but I still like the look of it.” ~Kim

The Daisy



“When I think of myself as something in nature, I think about being a vine. It is into 
everything. It is also about the vine itself and its growth. It starts off so little and it grows 
and goes everywhere. It is strong.”

~Deb

The Beginning of Growth



“Beautiful, free to fly where he chose.”

~Greg

Before Dementia



“They are all alive and still thriving.”

~Howie

The Potted Plant 



“I think about my mother everyday. I miss her so much. When I look at that, it reminds me 
of my mother. She was a good gardener.”

~Jo

Mom



1. As you look around is there something that represents or 
reminds you of yourself prior to having dementia?

2. As you look around is there something that represents or 
reminds you of yourself now having dementia?
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“I am losing things. Like that tomato plant. Lots still there but losing stuff.”

~Jo

The Tomato Plant



“I don’t think it’s stopped us from doing anything.  I have the outlook, I can keep doing 
anything, just cuz I have dementia doesn’t mean I can’t”.  

~Jim

The Renovated Cottage



“All mostly green, its hidden in things [the owl].”

~Howie

The Owl



“You don’t stop, you slow down on your journey.  Slowly moving not speeding.  You never 
get a green light now, that’s for go, it’s always yellow now.  I’ve accepted it but can’t 
believe that’s me.”

~John

Slowing Down



“I look at my surroundings more. It seems sweeter now. I notice everything. In the past I 
would only look at what I like but now I look at even more. Even watching a squirrel is 
different. Now I watch what he is doing and how he is doing it. I am more aware. When I 
look at these flowers I love the colour because it is light. When I look at this green plant it is 
like someone painted it but it is moving and being blown by the wind.”                                                                                       

~Kim

The Garden



“It’s like the dreams I’ve had a few times. I’m running around a mall but it’s not familiar. I 
don’t know the layout or where the exits are. It’s bigger than White Oaks, probably twice 
as big. I don’t know anybody and nobody knows me.”

~Al

The Moon



“The Evergreen tree represents home for me. When you look at the tree, it goes in steps. It 
may even get chopped down. Like me, it is prickly at times especially if you keep asking me 
the same thing over and over again. I will get pissed. They are eternal and I will always live 
on in some way through my children. I have had to slow down and now I notice more. 
There is no laundry, work, kids anymore so I can as they say stop and smell the roses. I have 
time now and I can because I have been forced to slow down.”                      ~Deb                                                                                    

Coming Down the Road



“Still Beautiful, Light still breaking through.”     

~Greg

Living with Dementia



1. As you look around is there something that represents or 
reminds you of yourself prior to having dementia?

2. As you look around is there something that represents or 
reminds you of yourself now having dementia?

3. As you look around is there something that represents or 
reminds you of yourself in the future having dementia?



“Being locked up, confined would be the hardest feeling.  That’s the thing…to be free [like 
the tree] It’s not just 4 walls.  They will say you have dementia and you will be locked up.  
Its about open air and feeling free.” 

~Jim

Feeling Free



“I will probably be very moody. I am moody now but I’ll probably be worse. I will just be an 
“old fart”.  I will probably be carefree. I don’t worry about things any more. I will be more 
laid back too.”

~Al

The Chairs



“If I had a choice, and this is going to sound corny, I would be holding a grandbaby in my 
future picture. I see myself as still going places where I haven’t been before. It would be to 
just get away and it doesn’t matter if it’s a small town. I wouldn’t want to live there but I 
would like to visit. I like the water and I just can’t go to the beach anymore. I can see being 
in the little boat Ricky is building. When I look at the birdbath I think that it and the birds 
are important. I wish the water was clearer in this one. Birds, the cardinal in my backyard is 
still there. It reminds me of my dad being everywhere. Cardinals are the symbol in nature 
that tells you that someone is watching out for you and loves you.”                     ~Kim

The Water



“I still see myself as a vine even in the future. It just keeps growing and it is eternal in its 
own seasonal way. It may go into hibernation but it does come back.”

~Deb

Future Growth



“Going into the unknown alone. Needing help.”

~Greg

Future with Dementia



“With my ailment with Dow Pharmaceuticals, I wouldn’t mind getting into a study.  
That’s where all the medications come from.  I want to help make it easier for the 
future.  Helping towards the cause, being part of the tests”. 

“I always remember the Christmas lights, they were the brightest”.
~John

DOW Chemical



“It’s an original.  It looks down and forward [like a journey?] yeah, a different journey.”  

~Howie

Wall Art



“I am still going to play the guitar, sing and paint.  I like trees like the maple. It’s strong like 
me. A strong Frenchman!”

~Jo

Maple Tree



* Everyone is different -> go with the flow

* Abstract vs concrete thoughts

* Redirection to the questions

* Opening doors for conversations



* Consider the camera

* Having set questions but modify if needed

* Client selection for project 



* Replication of pilot project  

* Knowledge exchange

* Platform for social action 

* Better understanding of individuals with dementia

What’s 
Next?



Thank you for your attention!
Are there any

questions or comments?


